
"The same way spotty work history wrecks a credit score and can add hundreds 
or even thousands of dollars to a car purchase, a city without the financial 
strength to rebound after a hurricane or to face the imminent threat of sea level 
rise will see its credit rating take a hit, tacking extra percentage points of interest 
on the multi-million (or billion) dollar projects."  (from a 2017 article in the Miami 
Herald)   

The Our Turn column writers in the July 17 Pacifica Tribune seem to be simply 
repeating the SAMCAR position that even mentioning the concept of “managed 
retreat” as a future strategy in planning documents will cause (coastal) property 
values to plummet, hence property tax-derived city revenues will suffer 
dearly. But as the article above states, a city must maintain its financial strength 
through proper planning for sea-level rise (SLR). Never-ending, expensive 
armoring and sand replenishment will be an unknown expense (based on which 
trigger points are reached in each of the various coastal zones of Pacifica), thus 
potentially suddenly wiping out the city's budget; hence forcing the city to go to 
the well and float ever more loans that will cost ever more in interest as bond 
raters like Moody's perceive financial weakness. That's what happened to Detroit 
and the southern Euro countries, the PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece [especially], 
and Spain). The more they needed the money, the higher the risk to the banks 
and thus the higher the interest they were charged and deeper in debt they got. It 
becomes a death spiral to bankruptcy.  

We will have clearer idea of the parameters of this thing when they “cost out” 
possible adaptation strategies in the next iteration of the SLR Adaptation Plan. 
But it seems to me that the Our Turn column writers are conveniently ignoring the 
cost and its effect on city finances of a never-ending program of maintenance of 
rock piles, sea walls, sand replenishment, artificial headlands (a pipe dream, I 
think), jetties, or whatever—and further damage to our beaches. 
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